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Safety With thousands of students roaming their halls and taxpayer dollars funding their bankrolls, public
schools can only go so far in the area of discipline. More frequent occurrences of theft and physical violence,
not to mention course profanity and open rebellion in the classroom. While "Fathers, do not provoke your
children to wrath, but bring them up in the training and admonistion of the Lord" Ephesians 6: In addition to
physical well-being, Christian schools offer a much safer emotional and spiritual environment. Verbal insults
and hazing, things that go largely overlooked in a public school setting, are less likely to be tolerated. And the
politically-correct, socially-tolerant attitudes that pervade secular classrooms never see the light of day at
distinctly Christian institutions. Academic Achievement Contrary to popular opinion, students at Christian
schools consistently out-perform their public school counterparts. Even in the areas of math and reading,
subjects that are "A truly Christian education is possible only when Christian education underlies not a part,
but all, of the curriculum of the school. True learning and true piety go hand in hand, and Christianity
embraces the whole of life - those are great central convictions that underlie the Christian school. Gresham
Machen prepared for college upon graduation. United States competency in math and science lags behind a
host of other countries. And despite the vast amounts of government money being funneled to public
education, our SAT scores continue to slip. Christian schools are far from an academic liability. The best
colleges are likely to pay your children more attention, not less, if they attend a Christian school. For more
information, including some test score numbers that may surprise you, click here. Teachers love and fear the
Lord Part of the reason why Christian students perform so well in the classroom is that they have a higher
percentage of teachers who genuinely care about them. Most of these dedicated men and women sacrifice
greater monetary rewards to serve where they can do the most intrinsic good. In addition to the passion they
feel for their students, the vast majority of Christian educators love God with equal intensity. And unlike some
of their well-meaning public school colleagues, "For by wise guidance you will wage war, and in abundance
of counselors there is victory" Proverbs And while you can certainly find Christian educators at a public
school, the best of all academic worlds exists when everyone - the school board, the principal, the teachers and
the parents - is operating under the same educational paradigm. Individual Attention In addition to having a
higher percentage of caring teachers, Christian schools can almost always offer more individual attention than
public schools, many of which are overcrowded and hopelessly understaffed. Even in cases where the ratio is
virtually identical, class size is not. Christian school classes generally have fewer students. Students learn how
to think quickly, and gain valuable experience sharing their thoughts and opinions in a public forum. Success
after graduation Because Christian school students perform at a higher level in the classroom than their public
school counterparts, it only makes sense that their options upon graduation are more abundant. Therefore, they
are more likely to be better prepared to handle the rigors of higher education. They have also received the
spiritual foundation they need to excel in areas of ministry, whether they are career or volunteer-oriented. In
addition to these practical advantages, there is at least one intangible benefit. Whether in a secular university
or in the work place, young adults with a solid biblical foundation are far less likely to fall victim to the subtle
lies of our post-modern culture. The question remains however, how do you define success? Does success
equal an Ivy League education for your child, or a certain salary level, or even a prestigious title? Then again,
how does God measure success? An understanding of biblical truth? These are important issues to pray about.
Peer Pressure If only the Bible had told us that good company improves bad morals, many of us would have a
welcome reprieve. Unfortunately, the opposite is true. Bad company corrupts good morals 1 Corinthians
Sometimes they may even be the bad company. The State of Public Education One final reason to consider
Christian schools can be found by taking an even closer look at the alternative. Hodge some alarming facts. Its
founders were atheists whose hatred of Christianity is a matter of public record. Its current agenda - the
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propagation of humanistic ideals that render God irrelevant or non-existent - can be easily spotted in its
curriculum. In Conclusion None of this is meant to be a criticism of parents who place their children in public
schools. Nor is it an indictment against well-meaning public school educators. But the fact remains that public
schools are not allowed to give your children the educational experience the Bible demands.
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Looking for Quality in a Church School [David W. Lankshear] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This work presents an introduction to staff appraisal and school assessment, evaluation and the inspection
procedures laid down by the Education (Schools) Act

Be sure to read our Bus Sales Guide page also. Look for church buses for sale online, as well as locally. When
doing so, you will be able to make a well informed decision by comparing the many church bus sales
companies that advertise there and will sell and deliver to your area. Sales for mini to midsize church buses
have grown steadily over the past few years. After the 15 passenger van was declared dangerous, the insurance
industry stepped in and either canceled or raised their rates on van policies. Thus, the mini to midsize church
bus became very popular among churches looking for church buses for sale. Because of the lower center of
gravity there is less likelihood of a rollover, making it the safer vehicle. When looking for a safe church bus
for sale, there are many important issues to consider. To begin, find a church bus dealer that has reputation and
experience for working with a multitude of churches, has favorable references and has knowledge of the
special needs of church bus transportation. Should you buy a new church bus or a used church bus? Most
churches put less than 5, miles on a bus per year. The expected life of a late model up bus engine is up to ,
miles. You can purchase a pre owned refurbished used church bus for half the cost of a new church bus, and it
normally will last the church a lifetime. The majority of people that see our used church buses for sale ask
where the used church buses are, mistaking them for new church buses! There is no need to worry about
unexpected repairs when you purchase refurbished used church buses from Absolute Bus Sales, with our over
items that we check and repair or replace as needed, you can buy with confidence. On the other hand, if your
church will be driving the bus over 20, miles per year, maybe a new church bus is the best answer for you. Just
click the Krystal Bus Sales link and review the different church bus models available. Pricing sheet links are
located on each different model page for your convenience. Just remember that the prices listed are the
"manufacturers suggested retail price" and that we can give you a better price. The maintenance that a church
bus for sale will need is critical. Most used church bus dealers offer no warranty, find a dealer that offers
warranties on their used church buses. Also, inquire if the church bus dealer will service the church bus after
the sale. If the dealer has no service center how could he have knowledge of your bus? Of course, you will feel
more confident if your used church bus for sale was a refurbished bus. Availability of church buses for sale
should be considered locally as well as online. Many dealers advertise church bus sales online , showing
pictures of their new and used church buses. Try to use websites that include inventory with pictures, pricing
and descriptions. This can help you to decide with a more diversified and detailed selection for your church
bus sales search. Remember to always consider the refurbishment of the used church bus for sale when
comparing prices. A refurbished church bus may be a little more expensive, but in the long run, the wiser
choice. With refurbished church bus sales there are fewer worries of unexpected repairs. Confidence and
reliability will be a key factor with your congregation Some decisions to make when starting your Church Bus
Sales search. Also you may be interested in some testimonials from our customers.
Chapter 3 : What to Look for in a Quality Afterschool Program - Child Care Aware of America
Requests for use of State School Facilities. > Main > Education > Quality Assurance > Church Schools. Looking for a
Job;.

Chapter 4 : Church Jobs & Pastor Jobs, Ministry Staffing | blog.quintoapp.com
Church school definition is - a school providing a general education but supported by a particular church in contrast to a
public school or a nondenominational.
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Moved Permanently. The document has moved here.

Chapter 6 : Discover Christian Schools 10 reasons to send your child to a Christian school
Thanks for visiting my website. Here you'll find all my music with listening samples, piano books and albums for
purchase, and more! Feel free to look around, click to hear recordings, view music for sale in the "Store" and watch a
video or two!

Chapter 7 : Employers - Hire Church Staff - Find, Recruit, Call a Pastor | blog.quintoapp.com
Looking to replace the doors at your church, restaurant, or school? Quality Window & Door has an extensive selection of
door options for any project!

Chapter 8 : Quality music for school and church musicians
About blog.quintoapp.com blog.quintoapp.com is the most trusted church staffing firm for finding jobs in a church, and
churches looking for a pastor. We help organizations and employers hire church staff, and job seekers find the right
position.

Chapter 9 : Northern Michigan Baptist Bible Church
What to Look for in a Quality Afterschool Program. August 15, churches, synagogues, and mosques Great outline for
parents looking for quality after school.
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